Perturbations of rotating and nonrotating Keplerian systems with two and three degrees of freedom are considered. The dominant (unperturbed) part of the Hamilton function is the sum of the two-body part and the Coriolis term. The flows associated to these two components are used to put the whole system into normal form by means of symplectic transformations. Three different situations are analysed: (i) the two-body effect dominates the Coriolis part (slow rotations), (ii) the Coriolis effect is stronger than the two-body Hamiltonian (very fast rotations), and (iii) the two effects are comparable (moderate rotations). After performing the transformations to normal form, the system is reduced by one or two degrees of freedom. We describe the reduced phase spaces by calculating the invariants of the symmetry groups associated to the different normal forms (reduced systems). The technique is applied to the reduction of a Hamiltonian system modelling the trapping mechanisms for the electron of a strongly ionized hydrogen atom. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with Hamiltonian systems formed by a dominant part, H 0 , plus a small time-dependent perturbation P, that is, H(z, Z, t; e)=H 0 (z, Z)+P(z, Z, t; e),
where H 0 and P are analytic functions in their variables, and coordinates z and their corresponding moments Z are vectors in R
3
, whereas e represents a small dimensionless parameter. More specifically, we consider regular and small perturbations of the Kepler problem; thus,
where || · || denotes the Euclidean norm on R 3 . By virtue of s the perturbation is now independent of the time. Explicitly, one has P(z, Z, t; e) -P(x, X; e). Moreover, system (1) in the synodic frame is defined by the Hamilton function H=H 0 +P:
At this point we notice that the passage from the inertial to the synodic frame allows us to make the system defined by H autonomous by adding the Coriolis term (also called rotating term) − W (x × X) · s 3 to the main part of the Hamiltonian. As we shall see the appearance of the Coriolis term will play the central role when dealing with the normal forms calculations.
Systems of type (3) appear rather frequently in celestial and classical mechanics. We mention the cases of lunar theory [20] and planetary theory [6] , the attitude of a nonspherical body rotating in a central field [23] , the effect of radiation pressure on the aggregation of dust particles around a rotating planet [18, 21] , and artificial satellite theories when the gravitational field of the planet depends on the longitude [11, 16, 37, 40] in celestial mechanics. In classical mechanics we quote the examples of motion of electrons under the influence of electrical or magnetic fields [25] and the generalized rotating van der Waals potential [22] which enlarges some known polynomial potentials in physical chemistry. All these problems are prototypes of systems which are modelled as perturbations of the two-body Hamiltonian.
Besides, some restricted and full three-body problems are connected to perturbed Kepler systems (see, for instance the pioneering work by Moser [35] and more recent Refs. [26, 27, 32, 34] ). In this latter example (threebody problem), since the perturbation is not time-dependent, the rotating term does not appear as a consequence of changing from a fixed to a synodic frame. Indeed, the presence of the Coriolis term is due to the fact that the coordinate system is not Newtonian, but a rotating coordinate system. We refer to the excellent book by Meyer and Hall [34] for thorough studies about three-body problems.
Perturbation theories based on the analysis of the normal forms are commonly used with two purposes:
(a) By the dynamicists with the goal of extracting qualitative information (periodic orbits, invariant tori, stability behaviour, etc.) of the departure Hamiltonian (3); then the normal form is truncated at the order it becomes structurally stable, see [1] , and it usually depends on the values taken by the parameters the system depend on; see an example in [46] .
(b) By the astronomers, physicists, etc. with the goal of constructing accurate (asymptotic) solutions of system (3); then the normal form is truncated at the order such that the error obtained is small enough. See for instance the papers about the computation of the lunar motion [19, 20] .
Thus, it turns out necessary to use a powerful tool capable of computing high-order normal forms of perturbed Keplerian systems for the most general class of Hamiltonians defined by (1).
Typically the use of regularization techniques [28] allows the conversion of the Hamiltonian in a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator (two-dimensional harmonic oscillator if the departure Hamiltonian is also in two dimensions). In this situation the Coriolis term is usually small compared with the Kepler part of H 0 . Thence, the part coming from the rotation must be placed at first order so that the unperturbed part becomes a fourdimensional harmonic oscillator in 1-1-1-1 resonance (respectively twodimensional harmonic oscillator in 1-1 resonance) whereas the coupled terms appear at higher orders. Besides, the resulting perturbation is a polynomial in the new variables (four coordinates and four moments plus a constraint among them or two coordinates and two moments). Thus, the calculation of the corresponding normal forms is executed with the usual procedures for normalising Hamiltonian systems in Cartesian or complexsymplectic coordinates (the so-called Birkhoff normalisation [4] ). The normal form theorem [34] is the adequate framework where the normalisation is applied. Cases of normal forms of perturbed Keplerian systems by using Levi-Civita [29] or Kustaanheimo and Stiefel regularizations appear in [26, 27] .
However, when the rotating component is not much smaller than the two-body terms, the Kustaanheimo and Stiefel transformation cannot be used to normalise the initial system. This is why we cannot scale the Hamiltonian in such a way that the two-body part be placed at zeroth order and the Coriolis term at first. In this situation an appropriate scaling of our Hamiltonian should take into account the relative sizes of the Coriolis term and the two-body part. Indeed, as Meyer [32] and Meyer and Hall [34] pointed out for some cases of the three-body problem, different scalings (into Poincaré, Hill, and comet's orbits) of the original Hamiltonian function give rise to different types of dynamics. Therefore, different treatments must be accomplished according to the subcases one deals with.
About the relative size of the two parts of the dominant Hamiltonian, three possibilities are in order. Specifically, defining H K and H C as (ii) |H K | ± |H C |: slow rotations. Then H 0 =H K and H 1 =H C +P; (iii) |H K |°|H C |: fast rotations. Then H 0 =H C and H 1 =H K +P. Case (i) is the most difficult one and has not been analysed yet whereas (iii) is the easiest one. In cases (ii) and (iii) other possibilities for H 1 can be considered according to the relative values of H C and P in (ii) and H K and P in (iii). For instance for situation (ii) one could place H C at first order and P at second (or even higher) order if |H C | ± |P|. However, although each particular problem may present a different scaling at first order and beyond it does not affect the scaling of the zeroth order and we can focus on the three basic choices (i), (ii), and (iii).
Normalisation procedures of perturbed Keplerian systems have been widely used in celestial mechanics. In this context the resort of regularizing and linearizing is sometimes substituted by the use of adequate collections of symplectic variables quite common in astrodynamics. Examples of these correspond to the application of normalisations with special sets of variables, the so-called polar-nodal and Delaunay variables in two and three dimensions [16, 17, 36] . The nonrotating case has been treated in the literature though the extension to systems with rotating unperturbed part is not an easy task. The crucial point is the difficulty arising in the solution of the homology equation, as we shall see in Section 4.
The usual technique to avoid that drawback consists in computing some Fourier and Taylor expansions in some variables (see the classic reference by Tisserand [43] ), truncate at an adequate order, and solve the approximate homology equation [5] . This procedure gives satisfactory results when the series expansions are rapidly convergent or when the accuracy needed is not high. However it is more the exception than the rule. Usually, the developments must be carried out with a large amount of terms which, in many cases, leads to obtaining huge and unwieldy formulae.
In this paper we circumvent the problems described above. The central idea we want to expose is the definition of normal forms by extending two integrals of the unperturbed part (not necessarily the entire unperturbed Hamiltonian) to the normal form system. This method has been proposed in [41] and allows the number of degrees of freedom of the initial system to be reduced by one or two. To carry out this we need to handle polarnodal and Delaunay variables so as to solve the homology equation in closed form for all coordinates and moments. We shall distinguish three types of unperturbed Hamiltonians according to the three different scalings mentioned before. By doing so the homology equation is solved straightforwardly whether or not the Coriolis part is comparable with the twobody part (i.e., it is either much bigger or much smaller). For the remaining case, the homology equation can still be solved in terms of special functions which extend the generalized incomplete gamma function in C.
The scaling of H leads to three types of normal forms. Calculating a normal form implies the introduction of a formal integral in the transformed Hamiltonian. It means that the new Hamiltonian defines a dynamical system of one degree of freedom less than the one that it comes from. Hence, the initial Hamiltonian is reduced by normalising it.
The normal forms we shall compute are not local, but they are defined for the whole phase space where system (1) is defined; i.e., R 6 0 ({0} × R
). Thus, associated to each normalisation we shall construct a four-dimensional phase space. These portraits are parameterized by the sets of invariant functions related to each reduction. For theoretical aspects on the concept of reduction the reader is referred to [30, 31] where the first results on regular reduction (no singular point is present in the reduced phase space) were presented. The book by Abraham and Marsden [1] contains a general review of this regular case. See also Ref. [10] and the examples therein. The joined treatment of regular and singular reductions appears in [3] with the name universal reduction.
Our approach differs in several ways from the standard treatment in the literature:
(a) We scale the initial system to distinguish the three relevant cases. It allows us to isolate the most difficult case and also to treat the three different situations in a sort of unified way.
(b) We make the calculations of the normal forms and generating functions in closed form, avoiding the use of poor convergent series in the eccentricity or the mean anomaly and also huge collections of formulae. This permits us to deal with very eccentric trajectories (which is actually the case of some artificial satellites, asteroids, etc.).
(c) We do not split a space of functions (where the initial Hamiltonian is defined) as the sum of the kernel and image of a certain linear operator. We shall compute normal forms by extending some integrals of the zeroth order to the whole normal form. In this way we give a method which enlarges the classic approach, providing, therefore, new types of normal forms.
(d) For case (ii) of the above scaling we give an alternative procedure to the usual techniques based on Delaunay normalisation and Kustaanheimo and Stiefel regularizations, giving rise to a systematic and quick way of calculating normal forms and generating functions.
(e) We use invariant theory to define the different reduced phase spaces and normal forms properly. With this we express the normal form completely in terms of the invariants and make a global study of the dynamics associated to each normal form.
The paper has seven sections. Delaunay and polar-nodal variables are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we explain how to obtain normal forms by extending an integral of the unperturbed part of the system to the transformed Hamiltonian up to a certain order. Section 4 is devoted to the determination of the normal form in closed form when the Coriolis and the two-body components have similar sizes. The solution of the homology equation and the construction of the generating function in terms of generalized incomplete gamma functions in the complex plane are described with detail. Some properties of these functions and recursion formulae are given as well. Section 5 deals with the calculation of normal forms when the rotations are either very slow or very rapid. The different reduced phase spaces and their corresponding invariants are given in Section 6, where the possibility of a second reduction is discussed. In Section 7 we apply the theory to a hydrogen-like atom in orthogonal electric and magnetic fields.
POLAR-NODAL AND DELAUNAY VARIABLES
Polar-nodal variables were introduced by Jacobi, but were used explicitly much later by Whittaker [44] , who pointed out their symplectic character.
Let us make first (x, y, z)=x and (X, Y, Z)=X. The set of orbital coordinates is given by the six-tuple: (r, J, n, R, G, N) where r stands for the radial distance from the origin of reference to the particle, J represents the argument of latitude, and n is the right ascension of the node whereas R, G and N are the conjugate momenta of r, J, and n respectively. Besides rR=x · X, the action G represents the modulus of the angular momentum vector, i.e., G=||x × X|| and N=xY − yX stands for the third component of the angular momentum; see more details in [11] . The explicit relation between polar-nodal and Cartesian coordinates is obtained through the following transformation: +: (r, J, n, R, G, N) 0 (x, y, z, X, Y, Z), where x=xOE cos n − yOE cos I sin n, X=XOE cos n − YOE cos I sin n, y=xOE sin n+yOE cos I cos n, Y=XOE sin n+YOE cos I cos n,
with cos I=N/G and xOE, yOE, XOE, and YOE are given by
We have to take into account that the transformation + is singular for r=0, G=0, and G=|N| as I is an angle defined on (0, p). Therefore, the domain of validity of the change given by + is a subset of R 6 :
Whittaker [44] demonstrated that + is symplectic in D pn . Another proof appears in [37] . Indeed, the name of polar-nodal variables is due to the fact that they are constructed as the composition of transformations (4) and (5) . Polar-nodal variables are also called Hill or Whittaker variables. From the above it is readily deduced that polar-nodal variables are not useful for collision (r -0), rectilinear (G -0), and equatorial (G -|N|) trajectories. (We call equatorial the orbits satisfying z=Z=0 excluding other cases of G=|N|=0 incorporated into the rectilinear class.) Collision orbits can be studied if the Hamiltonian H is previously regularized. Rectilinear and equatorial trajectories can still be considered in the normal form context if one resorts to the generators of the reduced phase space, that is, the invariants associated to the reductions. However, polar-nodal and Delaunay variables are better suited than invariants to deal with the normalisation. So, we will pass to them after calculating the normal forms.
The unperturbed part of (3) 1/2 arctan(f/2) and the true anomaly is expressed in terms of the radius r by
Combining adequately the above equations, r is related (implicitly) to a. Also, r and the eccentric anomaly E are connected through the identity
where a represents the semimajor axis of the ellipse. Note that a is related with the moment L by L 2 =ma. In addition the radial velocity R is also written in terms of the true and eccentric anomalies by means of:
To see how these relations are deduced the reader can consult the books by Smart [42] or Brouwer and Clemence [5] . Angle g is the argument of the pericentre. It is reckoned from the pericentre of the orbit in the instantaneous orbital plane (the one spanned by x and X); thus g=J − f. Angle h is the argument of the node; i.e., h -n.
We pay attention to the limit value G -L. For it, e=0 and the argument of the pericentre vanishes. Thus, Delaunay variables are not valid for circular orbits. Besides, we do not consider the trajectories discarded in Whittaker variables. With this in mind, the domain of validity of Delaunay variables for perturbed Kepler systems H is given by a subset of R
Similar to what we have commented on about polar-nodal variables, the invariants associated to the reductions we shall do will cover the limit cases of rectilinear, equatorial, and circular trajectories. So, we will use first polarnodal and Delaunay variables to calculate the reducing Hamiltonians and then we will express the reduced flows in the appropriate invariants.
Finally, the zeroth order of (3) is written in Delaunay variables as
LIE TRANSFORMATIONS AND NORMAL FORMS
In a perturbation theory, it is customary to transform an initial Hamiltonian H into another Hamiltonian K, the so-called normal form of H, with the aid of a generating function W. More specifically the method of Lie transformations [15] can be stated as follows.
Let x=(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x 2n ) and y=(y 1 , y 2 , ..., y 2n ) be two 2n-dimensional vectors defined over an open domain of R 2n and such the n first components of x and y stand for the coordinates whereas the other n are the associated moments.
An analytic Hamiltonian function depending on a small parameter e, H(x; e)=;
with i \ 0, j \ 1. Besides { · , · } denotes the Poisson bracket of two functions; see for instance [1] . Hence, Eq. (9) yields the partial differential identity
where H i collects all the terms from the previous order. In this identity, called the homology equation, W i and K i must be determined according to the specific requirements of the Lie transformation one performs. Symbol L H 0 designates the Lie operator related to H 0 ; i.e.,
The transformation x=X(y; e) which relates the old variables, x, with the new ones, y, is a near-identity symplectic change of variables. Explicitly, the direct change is given by
where the Lie operator applied to a vector y means that it is applied to each component of it. Besides, the notation L i W refers to the application of L W i times. Consequently, Eq. (11) gives the set of variables x in terms of y with the use of the generating function W. Realize that Eq. (11) must be used to transform any function expressed in the old variables x as a function of the new variables y.
The inverse transformation, y=Y(x; e), is defined as
where
refers to the application of L −W i times. Note that Eq. (11) can be used to transform any function expressed in the old variables x as a function of the new variables y. Similarly, Eq. (12) is used to transform any function in y as a function of x. For this we need to know explicitly the generating function W. Furthermore, if the solution of a certain normal form K (as an ordinary differential equation, e.g., an explicit expression of the vector y(t)) were known and we were interested in obtaining a formal and explicit solution of the departure Hamiltonian H, e.g., an explicit expression of the vector x(t), we should make use of (12) , as is typically done in astrodynamics.
The above method is formal as the convergence of the various series is not discussed. Moreover, the series usually diverge. However, the first orders of the transformed system give interesting information and the process will be stopped at a certain order M. Thus, these terms of the series are useful to construct the transformed Hamiltonian and the generating function since they are unaffected by the divergent character of the whole process. See [33] for a very elegant treatment of Lie transformations.
We use Lie transformations to build normal forms. Specifically, our programme consists in extending an integral of the dominant Hamiltonian to the normal form. We present it from a perspective of formal results, again following Meyer.
be sequences of linear spaces of smooth functions defined on a common domain
, and let I be a function in A j , for some j \ 0, with the following properties:
Then, there exists an analytic function W,
., M, such that the change of variables x=X(y; e) is a formal symplectic C

M -diffeomorphism. Besides this change is the general solution of the I.V.P. dx/de=J "W(x; e)/"x, x(0)=y (J being the skewsymmetric matrix of dimension 2n) and transforms Hamiltonian
to the convergent Hamiltonian (the normal form)
Proof. It appears in [41] and is based on results reported in [33, 34] . L Our Theorem 3.1, a consequence of the result given in Meyer and Hall in [34, Chap. VIII, Corollary 2, p. 217], is that we need an integral of the dominant part I and, in hypothesis (d) we have added that there must be a function E such that {I, E}=0. This is the key point to extend the integral I to the truncated normal form K and, consequently, to apply reduction techniques. In practice, however, many difficulties can arise when trying to solve the homology equation needed to calculate a certain W i as we will see later.
Another remark is that whenever I is an integral of H 0 , the effect of constructing K, where
.., M, is to extend (formally) the integral of the unperturbed system to the whole transformed Hamiltonian K. It means that the choice of I can be done adequately if one knows previously the integrals of H 0 . In these cases we obtain an integral of the truncated system K independent of it, and therefore, the number of degrees of freedom of H has been reduced by one after the transformation. Moreover, the function I
)) functionally independent of it. Note that I(x) -I(y). Let us emphasize that C i are not necessarily equal to A i , though they satisfy hypothesis (c) of Theorem 3.1; thus the calculation of the normal form K does not imply a decomposition of the spaces A i . This fact allows us to consider the generating functions W in different spaces of functions from those corresponding to H and K.
NORMAL FORMS FOR MODERATE ROTATING KEPLER PROBLEMS
Solution of the Homology Equation
We apply now the results of Section 3 to our Hamiltonians. In many problems-for instance, those mentioned in the Introduction as prototypes in classical and celestial mechanics-the initial Hamiltonian is expressed in a combination of polar-nodal and Delaunay variables as H=H 0 +H 1 where
and
with (6), (7), and (8) the angles f and E could appear explicitly in H 1 . Indeed, the cosines and sines of E and f are related to the powers of r and R through:
Thus, there is no loss of generality by taking formula (14) . This is the most general situation we are going to treat along this work. Note that we can define A 0 and A 1 as the space of smooth functions in an open domain of R 6 and consider H 0 ¥ A 0 and H 1 ¥ A 1 . A typical system having (13) as the unperturbed Hamiltonian arises in the spatial restricted three body problem when the infinitesimal particle is not very near one of the primaries, the so-called Poincare's orbits [34] .
As pointed out in Section 1, further scaling of H 1 could be performed depending on the requirements on each particular problem. However, it would not alter the treatment we will follow through the paper, as we are interested only in the separation between orders zero and one. Now, for a given i \ 1 the homology equation (10) in this case is
where n=m 2 /L 3 represents the mean motion of the particle orbiting around the main body. Its physical dimension is [1/time]. In (15), H i is supposed to be a function like (14) whereas W i and K i are the unknowns. The way we proceed consists in selecting an adequate K i and solving the partial differential equation for W i . The difficulty arises when trying to solve Eq. (15) for W i . The reason is that the terms H i and K i do not contain explicit expressions of a. In fact, in most situations the mean anomaly is present only through r and R. Note that W i belongs to a space of smooth functions C i not necessarily A i and
First we focus on the calculation of K i . Since the normal form of H is a Hamiltonian K such that it defines a system of two degrees of freedom, the usual way consists in building K step by step such that {H 0 , K i }=0 up to a certain M \ 1; it means that H 0 will become an integral of the truncated normalised system. However, it is possible to obtain other normal forms using different functions I satisfying {H 0 , I}=0. Indeed, one should construct a Hamiltonian K such that {I, K i }=0 up to i=M. By doing so I would become an integral of K after truncation. Two appropriate choices are I=−m 2 /(2L 2 ) or I=−WH but other combinations could be taken as well. Here we take only the three possibilities mentioned. The theoretical concepts about the construction of normal forms for a given integral of the unperturbed Hamiltonian are performed in Ref. [41] .
We have to explain how to obtain each part K i together with its companion W i for the three choices of I. We start with the calculation of K i . Specifically, if we take a nonnull term P
of H i we have to decide whether this term contributes to K i -with the term P
-or if its contribution is null. Besides, in both cases we need to calculate its antiimage, i.e., the function Q
For convenience of notation we first pass (14) to complex variables. Hence, instead of
where k is a nonnegative integer. Note that
depends only on the moments. Now, we write P
h, L, G, H). (17)
Now we are ready to perform the normalisation for the three cases of I.
like (17) to belong to the normal form system is that {H 0 , P
}=0. With the aid of the partial derivatives of r and R with respect to a and h (see cf. [16] or [37] 
one has that
}=0 if and only if mW=0 and k(mr − G
To simplify a little, we can consider terms T i such that its indexes l and m are fixed. The reason is that L H 0 is a linear operator with diagonal block for the angles a, g, and h but not for r and R. It means that given a term
we only need to consider the variation of the indexes j ¥ Z and k ¥ Z + 2 {0}, that is, those indexes affecting the variables r and R. So, we take 0 ] T
Thus, the conditions for the existence of (exact) resonances are
provided that r ] 0 and R ] 0. Hence, we notice that for the nonrotating case, a term T
must be independent of h. It implies that with this choice of I one obtains in a unique process two integrals: (1) H 0 (or L) and (2) − WH (or H). Consequently, this case becomes a particular situation of (ii) and (iii). This fact turns out to be rather surprising and had not been clarified up to now. Moreover, as the way of calculating P
would be complicated we discard this option. So, we leave the terms T
belongs to K if and only if the partial derivative "P is by computing the following average with respect to the mean anomaly, P
da. The process is not immediate and we shall discuss it a bit in Section 4.1, since there we shall calculate P
in the same way as here. The reader is also referred to cf. [5, 17, 36] . Note that as P
is independent of a, the normal form K will have L as a new integral.
(
is simply calculated by computing the average with respect to the argument of the node, i.e., P
is independent of h, H will become an integral of the normal form K. Note that K will be axially symmetric with respect to the axis z.
The manner of calculating the antiimage of P (j, k, l, m) i for cases (ii) and (iii) must be indicated. Let R i be given by R i =H i − K i where K i has been calculated via an average either over a or over h. We need to obtain W i which is the antiimage of R i with respect to the operator L H 0 . It is equivalent to solve (15) when R i corresponds to a function of the type (14) . Now, we want to solve Eq. (15) for a certain function H i of the type (16). The following proposition gives the key to obtain an explicit expression of the generating function in terms of some special functions.
function of the type (16). Then Eq. (15) is satisfied if W i is taken as
Proof. As the partial differential equation (15) is linear, one needs to calculate the Charpit equations, transforming the determination of a complete integral of (15) Let us observe that it could be possible to generalize the above result in the sense that the Coriolis term − WH could be substituted by any function F(G, H). Thus, Proposition 4.1 can be adapted to treat systems whose dominant part is given by
The resulting formulae are more involved than in the case F(G, H)=−WH but the type of integrals which should be analysed is exactly the same as in Eq. (19) . A particular situation refers to the case of perturbation of planar Keplerian problems with rotation. Then, employing the planar version of the Delaunay variables, that is, the set defined by a, g, L, and G, the dominant part of a certain Hamiltonian is F(G, H)=−WG. (See the book by Meyer and Hall [34] for details.) Then, the latter proposition applies after substituting h and H by g and G, respectively. Besides, in this two-dimensional case, the variables h and H are simply dropped.
Change of Variables
The implicit solution of Eq. (15) given by Proposition 4.1 can be slightly improved by introducing special functions. The idea consists in performing an adequate change of variables in order to simplify the integral expression appearing in (19) . Indeed, if we define the complex variable z E as z E = exp(ıE), we have to substitute the functions related to the mean anomaly by their equivalent expressions in terms of z E . This change was first proposed by Hansen with the idea of performing double expansions of some functions depending on a (Fourier developments in the mean anomaly together with Taylor developments in the eccentricity); with regard to this point, see e.g., Smart [42, p. 31] . Further, they are used to integrate in closed form the equation of the centre (j=f − a) and other related functions with the dilogarithm [36] and the generalization to the polylogarithm of any order [38] and [39] in perturbed Keplerian systems with nonrotating primary body. We shall go back to this point as a particular situation of the more general case treated in this paper.
We define first an auxiliary variable; specifically, the eccentricity function g=`1 − e 2 with g ¥ (0, 1) as we consider only bounded orbits. It depends solely on the moments L and G. Now, the variables related with a are written in terms of E as:
Now, W i is written in terms of z E as we state next. 
where 
and of the form
. Notice that z E is a complex variable in the unit circle centred at the origin of the complex plane. We have not found the solution of the latter integrals with the aid of either elementary or special functions. However, we shall define some useful functions in terms of (22) and (23) . Thence, we shall express the generating function W in terms of those functions. By means of the change u=1/w in (22) and (23), one arrives at: 
We 
cos(2h) with the same physical dimension for a as before. Now, the corresponding generating function reads as
with the same notation for s as before. Besides, the average of 
We do not know how to solve I
. In fact, the only result we have is that, whether b is an integer, I
Here J n (z) denotes Bessel function of the first kind; see [2] .
Nevertheless, these integrals can be used to make numerical integrations to approximate I , we wanted to find out relations among them using integration by parts. At a certain stage of our process we had to obtain primitives of some functions. The integral we were trying to solve was I(w)=> w vanishes. Besides, the exponent b of w is always an integer. Hence, the resulting integrands are rational functions in the variable w. This feature simplifies considerably the way of obtaining closedform solutions for W i compared to how it was achieved in Ref. [36] . A detailed analysis of the calculation of normal forms for nonrotating Kepler systems in three dimensions following a similar approach to what is presented here appears in [39] . In addition, if the rotation is very slow compared with the Keplerian part the primitives which have to be solved have rational integrals, yielding closed solutions for the functions W i .
Another case for which the calculation of integrals (22) and (23) 
At this point we must emphasize the problems which can arise from the application of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. Concretely, if for a certain order i of the Lie process one arrives at a generating function like (21) and the passage to order i+1 is needed, it is important to know whether the Poisson bracket {H (j − 1) 1 , W i } is a function like (16) . Indeed, when the exponential part of the basic integrals (22) and (23) (16) . Thus, Proposition 4.2 cannot be applied at order i+1 and the process must be stopped at order i. Then, although the Lie transformation is built only up to order i both the normal form K and the generating function W are obtained in closed form up to order i. This feature is in contrast to the procedure of expanding formulae in Fourier series of a and in power series of e as with our approach the expressions are valid for all values e ¥ (0, 1) (and indeed in [0, 1) as we shall explain in Section 6).
However, in some cases the perturbation at a certain order i is independent of the argument of the node; on other occasions the primary body does not rotate (e.g., W -0). In such circumstances it is still possible to reach order i+1 even if the node is present at H i+1 . Moreover it may be possible to reach any order (apart from the limitations due to the algebraic manipulator and the computer one uses) as W is analytic for any order i as the polylogarithmic function of argument z E is analytic for E in [0, 2p) (see details and examples of this in Refs. [38, 39] ).
In the general situation I must be considered as special functions with complex argument. They can be related with a generalization of the incomplete gamma function as we show in the next section.
A Generalization of the Generalized Incomplete Gamma Function
The incomplete gamma functions are defined through the integrals
for Re a > 0. These functions were first investigated by Legendre.
If C(a) denotes the gamma function (observe that C(a)=C(a, 0)), the three functions are related by means of the formula C(a)=c(a, x)+C(a, x).
Many properties on these gamma functions and relations with other functions are given in [2, 24] . (2`a) for a > 0. Thus, it is enough to study either c(a, x; a) or C(a, x; a). An interesting relation is the recurrence:
Closed form solutions of C(a, x; a) exist for x=0 and for a=− with the incomplete gamma functions and use of another complex function must be done so as to obtain recurrent expressions such as (25) . We define a complex integral depending on five real parameters through
with b, c, and d being real coefficients whereas p ¥ Z + 2 {0} and s and z are in C. If c=0 then d cannot be zero and if c ] 0 then − d/c cannot belong to the path connecting 1 with z. Furthermore, the function is considered exclusively for convergent values of the integral. It is not hard to prove how integrals (22) and (23) are special cases of function (27) . If one adjusts the coefficients of I in order to arrive at the basic functions:
In the two cases the path of integration must be taken as a partial (or the entire) circumference |z E |=1. Notice that for I (b, m, 1) 1 it has not been possible to reduce the interval of existence for the parameter b.
It is time now to relate (29) with W. We do it as follows.
Proposition 4.3. The generating function W(a, g, h, L, G, H) given by
obtained by means of formula (21) , defines an analytic function in the subset of R 6 :
Proof. It is enough to prove that integrals I with respect to z E . They are:
Taking into account that b=q − mW/n with q ¥ Z and that z E =exp(ıE) and making use of Kepler equation a=E − e sin E, the latter partial derivatives become /"G must be computed taking into account that E depends on both L and G since E is related to a through the eccentricity (recall that e=
). These derivatives are well defined functions in D D and the partial derivatives of any order can be obtained from them. Although these partial derivatives have, in general, logarithmic expressions in some of their integrands, one has to take into account that with the change w=exp(ıo) (with o ¥ [0, 2p) ), the logarithm disappears and the integrands yield analytic expressions.
These partial derivatives have analytic integrands and the corresponding integrals are well defined in the sense that no singularity is introduced by the integration path, which in the variable o is the real interval [0, 2p). A i where a is ignorable (if L is the new integral) or h  is ignorable (if H the new integral) .
The relevant features of this section are collected in the next theorem. 
with
can be transformed into a system defined by the Hamiltonian
by means of a generating function
such that:
(a) The changes of variables to pass from H to K and vice versa are given by x=X(y; e) and y=Y(x; e), respectively. Vector x denotes old variables, i.e., the six-tuple (a, g, h, L, G, H) whereas the new variable y stands for (aOE, gOE, hOE, LOE, GOE, HOE) (primes are dropped to simplify notation).
(b) Changes y=Y(x; e) and x=X(y; e) are built, respectively, following formulae (11) and (12) Delaunay variables are properly defined. However, it is possible to extend the existence domain of K by including (noncollision) rectilinear, equatorial, and circular trajectories. This is done using an argument of continuation of the analytic function K, but we need special coordinates well defined for the orbits mentioned. This will be done in Section 6.
NORMAL FORMS FOR NON-COMPARABLE ROTATING AND TWO-BODY EFFECTS
Slow Rotations
Perturbations of rotating Keplerian systems with slow rotation can be considered as a particular case of the general situation treated in Section 4. Now, in Delaunay variables,
) whereas − WH goes to the first order. Besides, the perturbation P has to be placed at least at first order.
This situation is rather typical in the planar or spatial three-body problem when dealing with Hill-type orbits (orbits for which the infinitesimal particle is very near one of the primaries); see [34] . In the context of the artificial satellite theory, this case appears for satellites orbiting at low altitude [40] . For these satellites, the ratio W/n (e.g., the quotient between the rotation of the main planet, usually the Earth, and the mean motion of the satellite) is small. Also this situation occurs when W/n % 1 (geostationary satellites) if the orbits are almost polar; i.e., H % 0. In both cases the term − WH is put at first order whereas the zonal and tesseral harmonic terms are placed at higher orders and a Delaunay normalisation, (cf. [17] ) is applied to calculate the normal form by making L an integral out of the normal form. Kummer [26, 27] analysed the three-dimensional lunar problem and a certain class of perturbations of the rotating Kepler system whereas Cushman and Sadovskii [14] dealt with the motion of an electron in a strongly ionized hydrogen atom. The fact that the rotating term in the lunar problem is much smaller than the Kepler Hamiltonian and that the hydrogen atom is strongly ionized in the second case permit us to place the Coriolis term at first order whereas the two-body component of H 0 remains at zeroth order. Now, the Lie operator associated to H 0 in Delaunay variables is L H 0 =n"( · )/"a and, for each i \ 1, the homology equation (10) this time is:
Now, the normal form is the Hamiltonian
we have introduced an integral through the transformation. The usual way of achieving this is by choosing I=H 0 or, in other words, by forcing to K to be independent of a. Thus, K will define a two-degree-of-freedom system in g, h, G, and H. In this way, we will have that the Poisson bracket {K i , H 0 }=0 for i=0, ..., M. This is completely equivalent to the so-called Delaunay normalisation in two dimensions. Thus, what goes on in this section is valid for nonrotating systems (W -0) or for two-dimensional systems of the type H -H(a, g, L, G) . For the latter situation, the problem has already been solved, although we present an alternative way of determining K and W. See details in Refs. [17, 36] . Extensions of these results appear in [38] .
Let us consider perturbations such as (13) and (14). We can put the latter in the perspective of Section 4. We start by computing K i . Given a term P (equivalently the calculation of W i ), Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 apply although in a simplified manner. Indeed, after making the change of variable z E =exp(ıE) one arrives at expressing W i as in (21) but considering W -0. The reason is that now − WH is at first order and this term does not affect the resolution of the homology equation (32). Specifically, once K i is obtained, the solution of the homology equation (32) , after changing from a to z E , is
This implies that the integrand V i −(j, k) can be decomposed into positive and negative powers of u if and only if j [ − 2, independent of the value of k. Thus, when j \ − 1 we shall employ z E whereas when j [ − 2 the variable z f works better.
Let us analyse the above with more detail. We shall say that the pair (j, k) verifies the D'Alambert characteristic (for slow or nonrotating Kepler problems) when both j and k are integers satisfying either (i)
, the pair (j, k) verifies (i) we shall use z E to obtain its antiimage and if it verifies (ii) we shall work with z f . However, the introduction of logarithmic terms cannot be avoided. This comes from two facts: (a) the D'Alambert characteristic does not hold (for instance j=1 and k=3); (b) the D'Alambert characteristic holds but one has to calculate the primitive of z
f . In both situations we still can calculate the corresponding integrals. This justifies the presence of log(z E ), log(z f ), and other combinations such as the equation of the centre, which is a combination of logarithms, if one writes it in terms of z E with the aid of (20) . Thence, the dilogarithm appears at order i+1 when handling primitives of functions whose integrands contain logarithms of z E (or of z f ) multiplied by rational expressions of z E (or of z f ); see cf. [36] for more details. Besides, it is possible to reach higher order terms and handle the formulae containing the dilogarithm in terms of polylogarithms as it is shown in [38, 39] .
In order to calculate both K and W it is convenient to use z E and z f instead of r, R, f, and E (these latter variables are the ones used in the algorithms of Delaunay normalisation). The reason is that from a computational point of view, it is much faster to use powers of monomials z E and z f than trigonometric expressions of the anomalies and powers of r and R. Note that the calculation of the integrals involving either z E or z f is performed straightforwardly. Besides, whether j [ − 2 the standard techniques based on regularization do not attain to express the perturbation as a polynomial in R 2 or R
4
; consequently, Birkhoff normalisation cannot be performed and one is advised to use the variable z f . All this shows the advantages of using the present approach when dealing with slow rotating Keplerian systems. Now, the calculation of P
can be done after computing the primitives > P (j, k, l, m) i da in terms of z E and/or z f , passing back to E and f and applying Barrow's law with the extreme points a=f=E=0 and a=f=E=2p. This completes the determination of K i . has a more involved expression as a function of z f . This feature makes the recurrent relations among the integrals much more complicated. Thus, we preferred to employ z E through the whole Section 4. It could be possible to make the change of variable directly in formula (16) for those terms with j [ − 2. Thence we would avoid using first z E and then change to z f . So we necessitate putting the variables related with a in terms of f. It yields:
It is
Thus, we could replace in a term P
with j [ − 2, r and R (also the angles f or E if they appear explicitly in the perturbation) conveniently and use the variable z f to perform the calculations of K and W.
Very Fast Rotations
This time H 0 (H)=−WH and − m 2 /(2L 2 ) is placed at first order. This case appears when dealing with orbits close to infinity in the restricted three-body problem [34] (comet-type orbits). The Coriolis force dominates and the next most important force is like the Keplerian problem with both primaries at the origin. The Lie operator associated to H 0 in Delaunay variables is L H 0 = −W"( · )/"h and, for each i \ 1, the homology equation (10) reads:
The normal form is
which the angle h is not present; that is, K is axially symmetric with respect to the axis z. In this manner, the Poisson bracket
The Lie process which must be carried out in this case is much easier than the two previous cases (Sections 4 and 5.1). The reason is that a perturbation term, say P
, depends on the argument of the node in a simple trigonometric manner and it did not occur with the perturbation PERTURBED KEPLERIAN SYSTEMS terms and its dependence on the mean anomaly. Recall that P (j, k, l, m) i is given by formula (17) . Then, the antiimage of P
is completely independent of the argument of the node and Q (j, k, l, m) i is a periodic function in that angle. Therefore, K will define a system with two degrees of freedom in the variables a, g, L, and G.
REDUCTIONS
Invariants Associated to the Reductions
The normal form transformations in Sections 4 and 5 lead to the introduction of an integral. The appearance of this integral allows the initial system to be reduced by one degree of freedom; i.e., the normal form K defines a dynamical system of two degrees of freedom.
For each normal form transformation, we have to describe the phase space where K is defined. This phase space has dimension four. It is constructed according to the integral introduced in the Lie transformation. Therefore, two different phase spaces are considered for perturbed Keplerian systems: one associated to the integral L and the other associated to H. One should realize that the integral I we take (either I=H K or I=H C ) represents a maximally superintegrable system, that is, it possesses five independent integrals of motion. Thence, we can employ, after fixing the value of one of the five, the other four to parameterize the reduced phase space. This is why the phase space out of the reduction process has dimension four. However, this is not the general situation for central potentials, in which only four independent integrals can be constructed as it is shown for the isochrone model in [47] .
Note that H K and H C define complete Hamiltonian vector fields; see cf.
[1]. Therefore their flows define group actions and hence the reduction theorem can be applied in both cases; see [3, 31] for more details.
The Action L Becomes an Integral
The integrals associated to L-or to − m 2 /(2L 2 )-are the functions which are constants on the solutions on the system defined by H K . All these integrals can be expressed as functions of L, the components of the angular momentum vector G=(G 1 , G 2 , G 3 ) (note that G 3 =H), and the Laplace vector A= (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ) ; e.g., the vector defined as
see cf. [13] for more details. Observe that ||G||=G, ||A||=e, and G · A=0.
In [12, 13] the mapping r:
is considered, with a=(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and b=(b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) . Explicitly, the functions a i and b i can be given in terms of the coordinates x and X. However, we give their expressions in terms of the Delaunay variables: 
Note that cos I=H/G and sin
. Variables a i and b i are indeed the coordinates used to describe the reduced phase space as they are the functions associated to the vector fields generating the SO(4) symmetry of − m/(2L 2 ). Now, fixing a value of − m 2 /(2L 2 ) < 0, the product of the two-sphere
is the phase space for Hamiltonian systems of Keplerian type independent of a, that is, for Hamiltonians for which L is an integral. This result was first reported by Moser [35] us to express the functions G, H, cos g, sin g , cos h and sin h in terms of a and b. Now, a Hamiltonian K independent of a can be written as a function of the invariants a and b and the constant L > 0; i.e., K -K(a, b; L). Note that the way in which the invariants appear in the Hamiltonian K depends on each specific problem.
The functions a i and b i are the invariants associated to S 2 }, and rectilinear trajectories could be taken into account. Circular orbits can be analysed since they are connected by the condition G=L, which in terms of a and b are given by the three-dimensional set
Similarly, equatorial trajectories (they satisfy G=|H|) can be treated with the invariants as they are described by the two-dimensional set
The above shows how the introduction of the invariants extends the use of the Delaunay variables as we can include equatorial, circular, and rectilinear orbits. We need the Poisson brackets between the elements of a and b. They are those of Table I . 
Note. The invariants on the left must be put in the left side of the bracket, whereas the ones on the top are placed at the right side.
The Action H Becomes an Integral
The integrals associated to H-or to the single term − WH-are the constant functions on the solutions on the system defined by H C . From the theory of invariants it can be deduced that a set of generators of invariant polynomials for the S 1 -action is given by:
collected in the six-dimensional vector c. The components of c satisfy:
Making use of Eqs. (4) and (5) it can be possible to express c as a combination of polar-nodal and Delaunay variables. However, one can identify c 5 with H. Fixing a value of H (with |H| [ G), this integral H can be understood as an S 1 -action, or the action of the one-dimensional unitary group U(1) over the space of coordinates and moments such that
with 0 [ h < 2p. In fact, as it is exposed in [1], the subgroup of the special orthogonal group SO(3):
. This is a singular (or nonfree) action because there are nontrivial isotropy groups. The subspace {(0, 0, z) | z ¥ R} is invariant under all rotations around the axis z. Thus, the reduction due to the axial symmetry is singular, in contrast to the regular reduction obtained by doing L an integral, where all the isotropy groups were trivial. Then we have to apply a singular reduction treatment [3] .
The reduced phase space is given now as the quotient space R
) H for a fixed value of H, that is,
It is a four-dimensional space whose generators are the invariants c defined by (40) 
General Statement
We can summarize the above as follows:
Theorem 6.1. The normal form Hamiltonian 
is defined over the reduced phase space, Q, which is one of the following: 
Proof. See Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. L
Further Reduction in the Absence of Resonances
In some cases it is possible to further reduce the normal form K and construct another Hamiltonian of one degree of freedom. This is the so-called integral approximation of H. } are close to zero in a region of D D . In these circumstances, it is not possible to carry out the second reduction in the whole phase space as the dimension of the resonant-space is two. However, it can occur that for a particular model, all the integers j and k related to a term exp[ı(ja+kh)]-supposing a certain function expanded in Fourier series in a-are such that the linear combination jn − kW does not vanish. (Note that j, k, and W are constants but n is a function varying with respect to the time.) Then, a second normal form could be calculated; see some examples in [11, 12, 14, 37, 40] . So, if the first normal form depends on h the second normalisation procedure consists in making H an integral out of it. On the contrary, if the first normal form depends on a the second normal form is built so that the action L becomes an integral of it.
In the case that the two normalisations could be executed, the order of performing the two normal forms does not alter the final result since the following diagram commutes:
Here, T L, H is going to be the second reduced phase space and we need to describe it. For doing so we repeat the steps given in [12] .
From a practical point of view, the second reduction can be performed up to any order for moderate, slow, and fast rotations. The reason is that as the first normal form defines a two-degree-of-freedom system, so L or H becomes an integral; hence − m 2 /(2L 2 ) or − WH can be considered as a constant of motion and the corresponding Lie operator needed to perform the second normalisation reduces to, respectively,
So, the process to obtain K i and W i up to any order is the same as those exposed in Section 5.
Now we have to define 
where R h is the matrix given already in (42) .
together with the constraints
Taking the mapping
we define the invariants y 1 , y 2 , and y 3 in terms of a and b as
As 2G cos I=a 3 +b 3 then H= 2 and therefore the reduction is regular in that region of the phase space. However, when H=0 then T L, 0 is a topological two-sphere with two singular points: the vertices at ( ± L, 0, 0). The reason for the existence of these two points is that the S 1 -action + has two fixed points, L ( ± 1, 0, 0, + 1, 0, 0) , and consequently + is not free. Finally, when |H|=L the phase space T ± L, L gets reduced to a point. See Fig. 1 With these relations it is possible to express the quantities sin I, cos I, sin g, cos g, and G in terms of y, L and H. Besides, other variables such as e and g can be put in terms of the invariants L and H through the variable G. Rectilinear orbits must satisfy G=H=0. Taking also into account the constraint appearing in (47), we know that they are defined on the onedimensional set: R L, 0 ={y ¥ R 3 | y 2 =0, y 3 =y 
) 0
Note. The invariants on the left must be put in the left side of the bracket, whereas the y i on the top are placed at the right side of the brackets. where x and y are replaced using (4) and (5 Different problems arise according to the suitable scalings of H, i.e., depending on the relative values of C, B, and F.
As a first approach we take the case for which the Keplerian part and the rotating term (Coriolis-like term) are of the same order. It is the situation of a strong magnetic field (or, according to how we quoted it in last sections, moderate rotations). An appropriate scaling in this case is: n. Besides, the small parameter e is taken equal to F and then H=H 0 +eH 1 . Notice that the Stark effect is of the same size as the quadratic part of the Zeeman effect.
The reduction process consists in calculating first the normal form, deriving then the reduced phase space, and putting the normalised Hamiltonian as a function of the generator of this phase space. So, two possibilities are in order: either L or H are used to become integrals of the normal form.
The construction of K is similar in the two cases. To compute K and W we need previously to write H 1 in the form (14) . Then, by means of formulae (6) and (8) and using that J=f+g, the terms cos f and sin f have to be put in terms of nonnegative powers of R and integer powers of the coordinate r. Then we have to take K 1 as one of the two averages:
In the first case the result expressed in the (transformed) Delaunay variables, after dropping the primes, is a sum in the angles g and h. Concretely, for the first case: is used as all the terms in H 1 satisfy j+1 \ k. We do not write explicitly the generating functions as they are quite big, but they are analytic with respect to all their arguments. We stress the convenience of using closed expressions for W as they are valid for all values lying in the domain D D . Second order cannot be reached straightforwardly as H 2 contains terms of the type defined in (16) .
Normal forms up to first order can be put in terms of their corresponding invariants. For the first case (L becomes an integral) it is given by
and the first order is given by the polynomial:
Hamiltonian K(a, b; L) defines a two-degree-of-freedom system in S with (internal) parameter L and external parameters m, W and F. The use of invariants is advisable when analysing K as we can consider circular and equatorial trajectories. Now, for the second case (H becomes an integral), we need to put L in terms of the invariants c defined in (40) . We arrive at the identity: ) H with external parameters W and F. Note that since K is written in invariants we can consider rectilinear and equatorial trajectories.
If there are no resonant terms in the perturbation, i.e., if, after developing H 1 in Fourier series of a up to a certain order, all the expressions exp[ı(ja+kh)] are such that the linear combinations |jn − kW| (accordingly to the initial value L(t 0 )) remain strictly positive, and taking into account the values of the constants W and F, we can perform a second reduction and reduce K 1 . To this end one can transform either K 1 (a, b; L) or where Z 1 (y; L, H) is given by (51). The normal form defines a dynamical system of one degree of freedom in T LH . Besides, Z − 0 (y; L, H)=−WH.
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